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BISTRO: Overview
● A James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) Large Program mapping Galactic star-

forming regions in 850µm and 450µm polarized light with the POL-2 polarimeter

● ~150 survey members across 7 partner regions and the East Asian Observatory

● P.I.s: Derek Ward-Thompson (UK & Ireland), Pierre Bastien (Canada), Keping Qiu 
(China), Tetsuo Hasegawa (Japan), Woojin Kwon (Korea), Shih-Ping Lai (Taiwan)

● BISTRO-1 and -2 awarded 448 hours of observing time to map:
● Ophiuchus, Orion A & B, Perseus, Serpens Main and Aquila, Taurus L1495/B211, 

Auriga, IC5146, M16, DR15, DR21, NGC 2264, NGC 6334, Mon R2, Rosette

● BISTRO-3 recently awarded a further 224 hours to map nearby prestellar cores and the 
Galactic Centre!

Survey paper: Ward-Thompson et al. 2017, ApJ 842 66
Orion A: Pattle et al. 2017, ApJ 846 122
M16: Pattle et al. 2018, ApJ 860 L6
Ophiuchus A: Kwon et al. 2018, ApJ 859 4
Ophiuchus B: Soam et al. 2018, ApJ 861 65
Ophiuchus C: Liu et al. 2019, ApJ 877 43

IC5146: Wang et al. 2019, ApJ 876 42
Perseus B1: Coudé et al. 2019, ApJ 877 88
Oph polarisation fracs.: Pattle et al. 2019, ApJ 880 27
Perseus NGC 1333: Doi et al. 2020, ApJ 899 28
Outflow/field comparison: Yen et al. 2020, arXiv:2011.06731
Ophiuchus L1689: Pattle et al. 2020, arXiv:2011.09765
Auriga: Ngoc et al. 2020, arXiv:2012.04297



  

The Milky Way’s ISM is 
permeated by magnetic fields

In molecular clouds the magnetic field 
strength can reach > 1 mG.  But is it 
dynamically important?

Any complete theory of star 
formation needs to account for the 
role of magnetic fields.

Pattle & Fissel 2019, FrASS 6 15
(after Crutcher et al. 2010, ApJ 745 466)

Planck Int. XIX 2015, A&A 576 A104



  

Cloud scales: magnetic field is 
preferentially either parallel or 
perpendicular to the cloud major 
axis – hindering/promoting the 
formation of supercritical 
filaments?
(H.-b. Li et al., 2013, 2017)

Li et al. (2013), MNRAS 436 3707

Li et al. 
(2017), 
Nat. Ast. 
1 158 



  

Intermediate scales in Ophiuchus: 
filaments form preferentially parallel 
or perpendicular to the large-scale 
field/cloud structures of L1688 and 
L1689 (Ladjelate et al. 2020)

Ladjelate et al. 2020, A&A 638 A74

Li et al. 
(2017), 
Nat. Ast. 
1 158 



  

Recent numerical simulations suggest a 
transition from parallel fields at densities 
< 103 cm-3 to perpendicular at > 103 cm-3 
(e.g. Seifried et al. 2020) – indicating a 
transition from magnetically subcritical 
dynamics at low density to supercritical 
(gravitationally-dominated) dynamics at 
high densities

Seifried et al. 2020, arXiv:2003.00017 



  

Magnetic fields in self-gravitating filaments

André et al. 2014, PPVI Proceedings Pillai et al. 2020, Nat Ast 4 1195



  

The Ophiuchus Molecular Cloud
Clustered low-to-intermediate-mass star formation, located at ~140 pc (Ortiz-Léon et al. 2017).



  

Ophiuchus
 L1689

● L1689 is more quiescent than 
the neighbouring L1688 cloud

● Hosts the well-known IRAS 
16293-2422 protostar

● Both clouds have a strong 
west-to-east influence from 
the Sco OB2 association

Pattle et al. 2020, arXiv:2011.09765



  

Emission polarimetry: a recap
Light extincted and emitted by dust grains is 
partly polarised (Davis & Greenstein 1951)

Extincted light is polarised parallel to the 
plane of sky magnetic field direction; emitted 
light, perpendicular

Current leading theory: Radiative Alignment 
Torques (RATs), in which photons spin up 
paramagnetic non-spherical grains, which 
then precess around the magnetic field 
direction (Lazarian & Hoang 2007)

Andersson et al. 2015, ARA&A 53 501
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IRAS 16293 SMM-16 L1689B

Oph A
Kwon et al. 2018, ApJ 659 4

Oph B
Soam et al. 2018, ApJ 861 64 

 

Oph C
Liu et al. 2019, ApJ 877 43 



  

A sanity check: Are grains actually aligned 
with the magnetic field?

Radiative Alignment 
Torques paradigm:
Lazarian & Hoang 2007, 
Andersson et al. 2015, 
and refs. therein



  

Polarization efficiency as a measure of grain alignment 



  

Polarization efficiency as a 
measure of grain alignment 

We expect 0 <  < 1α < 1

 = 0 indicates all grains are equally α < 1
aligned – no depolarization

  = 1 indicates statistical noise in α < 1
Stokes Q and U

Two possibilities:
● A genuine lack of signal in Q and U: 

complete depolarization
● Insufficient signal-to-noise to detect Q 

and U emission

Polarization fraction is Ricean-distributed: you will always measure  = 1 at low S/Nα < 1



  

Grain alignment in L1688
Oph A:  = 0.34, pα < 1 100mJy/beam = 4.7%

Grains appear to remain aligned at high densities in Oph A

Fitted function:

Oph B & C:

 ~ 0.6 - 0.7, α < 1 p100mJy/beam ~ 2%

Grains are not as well-aligned in 
Oph B & C as in Oph A, but 
some alignment persists 

Pattle et al. 2019, ApJ 880 27



  

The radiation field of L1688

R: SCUBA-2 850µm, G: Herschel 100µm, B: Spitzer 8µm; 
Pattle et al. (2015) MNRAS 450 1094

Ionizing photon flux on Oph A is an order of 
magnitude higher than on Oph B and C

Oph A and B behave differently despite both 
actively forming stars

Oph B and C behave the same despite differing star 
formation histories

Are differences in grain alignment properties due to 
the higher (and bluer) radiation field on Oph A?

Much more detail can be found in:
Pattle et al. 2019, ApJ 880 27



  

Grain alignment in L1689
● IRAS 16293: moderately aligned grains

● SMM-16 and L1689B: also moderately aligned grains

Little difference between the 
two clumps despite different star 
formation histories – similar to 
what we see in L1688

}

IRAS 16293, SMM-16 and L1689B all have similarly- or better-aligned grains 
than do Oph B and C



  

The Davis-Chandrasekhar-Fermi Method
Assumes equipartition between non-thermal motions and the magnetic field: deviation 
in angle from the mean field direction is taken to be the result of distortion of the field 
by small-scale non-thermal motions and so to scale with the Alfvén Mach Number 
(Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953, Davis 1951).

Mean
Field 

P + 90°
Δθ

B

(cf. Crutcher et al. 2004)

Mass-to-
flux ratio:

Alfvén 
Mach 
number:

Alfvén 
velocity:



  

● Starless/Prestellar – no 
embedded sources; could be 
fragmenting (Pattle et al. 
2015; Ladjelate et al. 2020) 
and/or oscillating 
(Chitsazzadeh et al. 2014)

● Magnetic field ~80° rotated 
relative to Planck field

● Bpos = 284 ± 34 µG
●  = 0.81 λ = 0.81 ± 0.09
● MA = 0.34 ± 0.06

● Contains the IRAS 16293-2422 
Class 0 multiple system (three 
sources), and the prestellar core 
IRAS 16293E 

● Fairly uniform magnetic field, 
matching large-scale Planck field

● Hints of an hourglass field?
● 65° change in direction on IRAS 

16293-2422
● Bpos = 366±55 µG
●  = 0.79 λ = 0.81 ± 0.12
● MA = 0.25 ± 0.05

IRAS 16293 SMM-16 L1689B

● Starless core embedded in a 
filament

● Uniform magnetic field, 
matching large-scale Planck 
field

● Bpos = 72 ± 33 µG
●  = 0.95 λ = 0.81 ± 0.44
● MA ~ 0.47 ± 0.26



  

● Bpos = 284 ± 34 µG
●  = 0.81 λ = 0.81 ± 0.09
● MA = 0.34 ± 0.06

● Bpos = 366±55 µG
●  = 0.79 λ = 0.81 ± 0.12
● MA = 0.25 ± 0.05

IRAS 16293 SMM-16 L1689B

● Bpos = 72 ± 33 µG
●  = 0.95 λ = 0.81 ± 0.44
● MA = 0.47 ± 0.26

All three regions are magnetically sub/trans-critical, and sub-Alfvénic – 
strongly suggests that magnetic fields are dynamically important in L1689 



  

IRAS 16293: magnetically 
mediated star formation?

● Large (Planck) and intermediate (JCMT) 
scales broadly agree

● Largely uniform field with hints of pinching

● Subcritical in lower-density regions

● Elongated perpendicular to magnetic field 
direction, but has fragmented across field 
lines

● Complex field structure on position of 
IRAS 16293-2422

● Must be magnetically supercritical on 
some size scales



  

IRAS 16293: magnetically 
mediated star formation?

● Large (Planck) and intermediate (JCMT) 
scales agree

● Largely uniform field with hints of 
pinching

● Subcritical in lower-density regions

● Elongated perpendicular to magnetic field 
direction

● Complex field structure on position of 
IRAS 16293-2422

● Must be magnetically supercritical on 
some size scales



  

Are clump magnetic field directions 
determined by filament orientation?

Ladjelate et al. 2020, A&A 638 A74



  

Clump scales in L1689: magnetic field is 
approximately perpendicular to filament 
direction – suggesting gravitational instability.

But the filaments are not themselves 
significantly gravitationally unstable:
L1689N: (M/L)/(M/L)crit ~ 1.1
SMM-16: (M/L)/(M/L)crit ~ 0.5
L1689B: (M/L)/(M/L)crit ~ 0.9

(M/L)crit = 2cs
2/G (Ostriker 1964)

(M/L) values from Arzoumanian et al. (2019)

And we measured (marginally) sub-critical 
mass-to-flux ratios in the clumps.

Are we catching the transition from sub- to 
super-critical gas dynamics in the dense ISM?



  

Summary
● Magnetic fields in the dense clumps of Ophiuchus L1689 are ordered, sub/trans-critical, and 

sub-Alfvénic, with strengths ~102 µG – strong and dynamically important.
● In L1689, magnetic fields on clump scales appear quite different in IRAS 16293 and SMM-16 

despite the cores being immediate neighbours with similar field strengths.
● Magnetic fields in the dense clumps are not preferentially aligned with the large-scale field 

observed by Planck.
● Magnetic fields in the dense clumps are preferentially perpendicular to the filaments that they 

formed in, but the filaments themselves have a bimodal distribution of directions relative to 
the large-scale field.

● The transition from magnetically sub-critical to super-critical dynamics may occur at densities 
similar those that we observe with POL-2.

Thank you!
L1689 results: Pattle et al. 2020, ApJ in press, arXiv 2011.09765

Grain alignment in L1688: Pattle et al. 2019, ApJ 880 27
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